Get to downtown Portland. Plot your team strategy in transit.

Visit as many of the marked locations on the PlaceStormer map as you can, in any order you want.

At each location, use the manifesto to stage a PlaceStormer intervention. Let the demands and beliefs inspire you. Act only in accordance with the official PlaceStormer modus operandi. Use your PlaceStormer tools.

The tools you have are special PlaceStormer tools. They can do anything you want and anything you can imagine, as long as it is in accordance with the PlaceStormer manifesto. They can be used in combination. You must use every tool at least once before returning to headquarters.

With the digital camera, document your PlaceStormer interventions at each location. Take as many photos and videos as you want, but keep track of which ones go with which site.

Report back to HQ at Amber Glenn by 2:00 P.M. for a debriefing.

Your team will have 20 minutes to present your team’s PlaceStorming interventions and explain your tools, using your digital documentation.

Successfully stage at least four convincing PlaceStormer interventions, and you are entitled to full PlaceStormer membership for life, with all of the benefits and Superhero powers it confers.